Dear friends, supporters, and communities,
Now that COVID-19 restrictions have eased in Melbourne, we are getting excited at
reopening HER PLACE Women’s Museum Australia for our exhibition about 230
years of Australian Nursing and Midwifery. Bookings for a tour of this exhibition are
now open (see HPWMA website).
To ensure you can visit us with confidence, we are implementing a range
of measures so that the health and safety of you our visitors, and the community will
always be our highest priority.
As a responsible museum, our COVID-SAFE processes bring together a number of
new and existing well-being practices to give you peace of mind and to ensure that
we are providing a safe and hygienic environment for everyone.
We have implemented the following actions to ensure you, our visitors, feel
welcome, comfortable and safe when you visit us at HPWMA.
Limiting capacity
We are restricting the number of visitors through our advance online ticketing.
Booking with confidence
We are introducing an online booking system limited to 10 visitors every 20 minutes
during the exhibition period.
Contact tracing
Names and contact details of all visitors to HPWMA are securely stored for 28 days
as directed by the Victorian Government. You will need to check the HPWMA
website to ensure there are no changes to opening times for the exhibition.
Cleaning more frequently
We have increased our daily cleaning and hygiene programs to ensure Clarendon
Terrace is safe for you.
Providing hand sanitiser
Hand sanitiser stations have been installed in a number of locations at Clarendon
Terrace.
Staying a safe distance
Inside Clarendon Terrace exhibition floor markers will indicate safe distances and
help guide you throughout your visit.
Offering contactless donations
We prefer cashless transactions such as tap and go, to reduce contact.
If you have any questions on our response to this evolving situation, we encourage
you to visit HPWMA website.

We continue to operate in accordance with the government's health and safety
advice and are committed to playing our part in controlling the spread of COVID-19.
As a community, it is imperative that we all adhere to the safety guidelines the
government has put in place in light of the current Coronavirus pandemic and we
encourage our visitors to consider downloading the COVID Safe app which further
supports community health and safety.
We look forward to continuing to serve you safely and responsibly.
We thank you for your support and we look forward to welcoming you back to the
Museum for our wonderful new exhibition UNMASKED Celebrating Nursing and
Midwifery, Victoria and Beyond.

